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The well coffeehouse brentwood

The Brentwood Well Coffeehouse is located in Seven Springs Business Park, serving local residents and the business community. Parking is located behind the store in the next garage or in front of the store. 690 East Old Hickory Blvd, Brentwood, TN 37027 Monday to Friday: 6am-6pm Saturday &amp; Sunday: 7am-
6pm My black chocolate lats were excellent! The espresso they used to do it was smooth and rich without being bitter or acidic. Several steps from Starbucks. The well is awesome. They have special coffees that have unique notes such as strawberry and orange. The atmosphere is awesome and when combined with
the humanitarian effort to provide clean water it makes the payment for coffee that much better. Good coffee, good service, GREAT cause! The employees are polite, but the place gets a little crowded and loud. If you want to meet with an old friend to chat, it may not be the place to go because you can't always listen
well. The tea selection is subtle as well, but what are the causes they support is admirable! This review has been updated. Coffee drinks often have this metallic taste that I just can't get through. I've tried it on espresso and drip and pour over the coffees so it's something with beans. Lovely place. It attracts a large crowd,
even mid-day. My cappuccino was fantastic. Very lively café pulling in a young crowd. One can spot many young professionals working on laptops and their friends gathering for small talk. I ordered a seasonal latte - Yorkshire, mix from home made butterscotch and black nut along with avocado toast. Both were



extremely tasty and fresh. I would highly recommend to try the seasonal drinks. Pro tip:- Come a lil early to get a parking spot &amp; table. I've only been there once, but it was a nice experience. Clean, good place and delicious coffee! Amazing place for intimate concert/showcase. They even have hot chocolate served
in a few peeps. Very clean, including bathrooms. Very kind patient staff. Best place for coffee in Nashville with amazing food. Most importantly, they love what they do and why they exist! Very friendly staff set back environment, definitely a place I should make a regular stop for my commute to work during the week. If you
have the opportunity to stop I highly recommend. We went here because I was gifted a gift card online. Unfortunately it was a complicated gift card and it was technically for their retail store online only (where I could buy gift cards), but they couldn't redeem in the store. It was a complicated process, but they were so kind
and patient with me, even on a busy Saturday morning. They even gave me some free drink cards as it was a hassle (even thought it was harassing me for a funky gift card) and helped me buy real gift cards that I could use in store, online. Very kind people, I'm sure I'll be back! Not just because now I have gift card that I
use in their café, but because their service was excellent. I absolutely love the well! The atmosphere is always great, they have great coffee, and their revenues go to a great cause. If you're around in the fall, have a seasonal drink called Black Cat and it's A M A Z I N G !!!!!! Relaxed, with a great atmosphere. Personal
feel, so don't expect the commercial pace of a Starbucks (it's a bit slow). The coffee was good, but I prefer the powders to the syrup to taste. I'm sure I'll go back. Unique, high quality coffee creations, welcoming décor and wonderfully friendly staff. We loved it so much on our first visit that we just had to go back for
another one. Bad coffee. Hot water with black color and they call it brown. I live nearby and this is the only place I can grab my coffee while driving to work so the terrible dose is necessary. But why? If I buy beans from Publix, Fresh Food and Kroger and steam my coffee by myself and try the coffee. Why do they have
this tasteless thing and call it coffee? The flavor is just green beans are not baked with bitterness. Of course those who add milk and sugar can't taste anything. The service is good with nice team apart from the one that was there last Saturday which is rude and unprofessional (30+ girl) The coffee is really good and at
good prices. The food is also very tasty. Their wifi is fast and reliable considering how many people come here. It gets a little loud, but I still like working here Stopped and the shop is spotless, the coffee is great, but the best part is the staff! Friendly, smiling and willing to help. I'm sure he'll go back. That's a nice way to
start your day. It's a good place. There are many cafes like this around town: recovered wooden bars, high ceilings with minimal interiors, some souvenirs such as mugs and t-shirts. The avocado toast was good and the coffee was great. Saturday morning was nice and not too many people. Amazing staff!!! They are so
nice all the time and really know how to make a great coffee! Clean place, good atmosphere, I love paper straws. I found my new favorite café away from my ???????? Great atmosphere, great service, great coffee and perfect location for me! I tried both their Peach Bourbon and lavender Latte in one day, so glad that
did.My customer is nearby and I will make as many trips to this place as my engagement allows!! I'll go over and over again. Cold coffee and atmosphere is amazing! They also have healthy breakfast and lunch options. Outdoor seating for nice days Visited the Brentwood Well currently, while covering certain work
assessments and planning. I had what is probably the best Cuban I've ever had there. It was good enough to make me think, I have to write them a 5 star review. It's espresso with steamed, sweetened condensed milk. Milk. strong, with a great balance of bite and a mild sweet finish, without being overly sweet. And the
whole crew had friendly smiles and the service was quick. I'll be right back. I love the food here. Unusually good for a café. And people are awesome. Altruistic concept that I also support. Very nice establishment. Delicious coffee and some quality breakfast options. Good place to have a coffee or study. Free wifi was a
nice touch (it should be expected these days). Willow breakfast dish was a perfect, healthy choice. Many, many options when it comes to coffee drinks and espresso. Super cool atmosphere, delicious food and great coffee to enjoy relaxed. Don't go if you're in a hurry tho. Love their intentions to support clean water in
Africa Rustic relaxed atmosphere. Friendly staff. They have some interesting coffee drinks I'd never heard of before. I tried a drink with mint and ginger beer which was a different but refreshing alternative only to coffee. Delicious coffee! I got one of their seasonal drinks and it was great. The taste wasn't very intense and
it wasn't very sweet, just. My only complaint was that it was really hard to find parking there, but I'll still be back as the coffee was worth the parking wait! Delicious coffee! I got one of their seasonal drinks and it was great. The taste wasn't very intense and it wasn't very sweet, just. My only complaint was that it was really
hard to find parking there, but I'll still be back as the coffee was worth the parking wait! I wanted to add some details to my review, as leaving a star without any explanation is not really fair. I'm a big fan of coffee. The best I've had by far is Philz (Bay area), but I've found excellent pour-over all over the place. I was excited
to try the Well as I like to try new cafes (especially local) everywhere I travel. What I had was, just with a tote and without landscaping, the worst cup of coffee I've ever paid money for. The coffee was lukewarm at best. The water was not hot enough to draw oils from the grounds and therefore came out looking like weak
tea. Since they serve it in a clear glass bowl with a container containing the excess which is also clear, it must have been obvious to the barista that something was off. Still, that's what served me. I didn't have the time or interest to go back to the counter to mess with a new cup or a refund as I was there to have a
meeting and didn't want to waste what little time I had. Excellent pour-over is an art. Decent pour-over is possible by anyone with a water boiler and decent reasons. I hope my experience was random, but I'm not coming back to find out. Extremely friendly! Lovely coffee. A non-profit that funds water wells in other
countries, but also helps the opportunities of the local ministry. Support people's lives, not just a bankroll! I found I found new favorite café away from home ???????? Great atmosphere, great service, great coffee and perfect location for me! I tried both their Peach Bourbon and lavender Latte in one day, so glad that
did.My customer is nearby and I will make as many trips to this place as my engagement allows!! I'll go over and over again. This is a great place to drink your favorite coffee. I haven't been there many times. However, when I went there a few times I had a great experience. The price is not high. It's pretty much equal to
Starbucks. However, this café has unique coffee flavors. They offer different flavors to customers. I think I've tried vanilla coffee a few times. This place you can bring your kids to. I did not see that they offer any tall chairs for children (coffee shop management, please let me know if you offer high chairs for children. if so
then I will update my comments accordingly. thank you). The parking lot has a lot. You can park where you can find a free space in front of the store. They have facilities on the outside of the café. You can simply sit back and relax while you taste your coffee. I would recommend this place for my friends, family and others
as well. The entrance is accessible to all. In fact, the car park is also accessible to everyone. Have a nice coffee and your taste buds can be like more! Have a nice time there and enjoy! Relaxing. Good selection of coffee, espresso and teas, including decaf. Fun seasonal lattes. Also like the whole bean coffee for the
house. Great spot. He stopped while on the work trip. Friendly service and great coffee!! I highly recommend to light up well open space to drink coffee and tea. Great for meetings and just catching up with friends and family!! My friend called me here and introduced me to spill the coffee. We had Las Lahas. It was so
good, I called my husband, and immediately had to buy everything to pour over the coffee. It's seriously life-changing. Delicious coffee and great service! I'm not an expert on coffee, so I asked for recommendations. They didn't make me feel bad about not speaking the coffee language and I really enjoyed my coffee.
Prices are reasonable for the quantity and quality of coffee! Extremely friendly staff and the best drip coffee I had in a café. We loved this place! It is a café that is also a place of worship and devotion. I love everything in this place. Decent coffee. The variety of flavors seemed a little pretentious. I just wanted a simple cup
of coffee. I love this place. Delicious and consistent Not only do you pour it over and lattes but regular coffee is good too that goes to show that they care. I enjoyed working here for a few days during my visit to TN! The staff is extremely friendly, the coffee is good and it is packed with people during the day. I love
energy. Thanks for the lease lease hang for 10+ hours a day! Well's all right. Sure, coffee is top notch. But it's expensive and ridiculously slow. I love their mission and commitment to responsible sourced beans, but it doesn't do any good if I can't sit down and enjoy a cup because of the crowds. I've never ordered food
because I've never been able to get a table, but I haven't seen any specific gluten-free items on their menu. Parking is a nightmare, seats are impossible to find. Find.
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